Is Discordance of Coronary Flow Reserve and Fractional Flow Reserve Due to Methodology or Clinically Relevant Coronary Pathophysiology?
O B J E C T I V E S The purpose of this study was to determine whether observed discordance between coronary flow reserve (CFR) and fractional flow reserve (FFR) is due to methodology or reflects basic coronary pathophysiology.
B A C K G R O U N D
Despite the clinical importance of coronary physiological assessment, relationships between its 2 most common tools, CFR and FFR, remain poorly defined.
M E T H O D S
The worst CFR and stress relative uptake were recorded from 1,500 sequential cardiac positron emission tomography cases from our center. From the literature, we assembled all combined, invasive CFR-FFR measurements, including a subset before and after angioplasty. Both datasets were compared with a fluid dynamic model of the coronary circulation predicting relationships between CFR and FFR for variable diffuse and focal narrowing. contrast echocardiography, and contrast computed tomography. Based on randomized clinical trials and strong national/international guidelines, fractional flow reserve (FFR) procedures are growing even as percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) volume decreases (1).
R E S U L T S
However, 2 different measurements quantify coronary physiology: flow, summarized by CFR, and pressure, summarized by FFR. Although the quadratic relationship between absolute flow and the pressure decrease across a stenosis has been demonstrated in theoretical, animal, and human studies spanning almost 25 years (2-4), the relationship between the common clinical tools of CFR and FFR is not well defined. This void produces clinical uncertainty when an imaging study suggests low CFR but invasive measurement determines normal FFR or vice versa. Additionally, recent publications have sought to determine noninvasive CFR cutoffs using FFR as a reference. However, the gold-standard FFR cutoffs themselves were originally based on concordance with noninvasive studies (5), thereby revealing logical inconsistency.
The essential question for clinical practice asks whether CFR-FFR discordance occurs because of method or reflects basic coronary pathophysiology useful for making decisions. To answer this question, we made a 3-way comparison of: 1) all reports of combined invasive CFR and FFR measurements in the literature; 2) PET-measured CFR and relative stress defects in 1,500 sequential cases from our center; and 3) results of a theoretical fluid dynamic model of the coronary circulation predicting CFR-FFR relationships with varying focal stenosis and diffuse or small-vessel disease.
M E T H O D S
PET scan acquisition and processing. Scans were done between April 2007 and June 2011 at the Weatherhead PET Center for Preventing and Reversing Atherosclerosis of the University of Texas Medical School at Houston and Memorial Hermann Hospital after receiving written informed consent from the subject and study approval by the institutional review board. Subjects included both young, asymptomatic normal volunteers and clinical patients representing the entire spectrum of cardiac atherosclerotic disease.
Our cardiac PET acquisition and processing protocol with absolute flow quantification is described in previous publications (6, 7) . In brief, rest and stress perfusion images were acquired using Rb-82 on a hybrid 16-slice PET-computed tomography scanner for attenuation correction, shifted as need for coregistration. Intravenous dipyridamole produced hyperemia before stress imaging. Image processing converted raw, unrotated 3-dimensional data into 2-dimensional topographic maps reflecting left ventricular anatomy.
Peak integrated activity over an approximate 2 ϫ 2-mm circular area in the left atrium or thoracic aorta was determined from transaxial images acquired during the first 2 min after each radiotracer injection. Integrated myocardial activity during the next 5 min was determined from topographic maps of the left ventricle. For each of 64 radial segments at each of 21 short-axis slices, integrated arterial input and integrated myocardial uptake were used to compute absolute myocardial flow using an established model (8) implemented by custom software. The 21 ϫ 64-pixel topographic flow map was smoothed using a 5 ϫ 5-pixel average to suppress noise introduced by the flow model. CFR was computed as the stress-to-rest ratio on a pixel-bypixel basis.
The worst CFR was recorded, excluding 4 basal slices (due to low counts in the membranous septum) and 2 apical slices (due to potential partial volume errors caused by partial-thickness slices through left ventricular and apical motion). Relative stress uptake at the identical location as the worst CFR was recorded as a noninvasive surrogate for FFR.
Additionally, clinical patients undergoing cardiac PET followed by invasive FFR were identified from review of our clinical records. Invasive FFR was performed using standard equipment and either intravenous or intracoronary adenosine according to operator preference. Selected cases were chosen to illustrate CFR and FFR concordance and discordance.
Literature search for combined invasive CFR-FFR measurements. PubMed was searched for articles measuring combined CFR and FFR invasively. Their references were examined systematically as were review articles, guidelines, and consensus statements on flow reserve for additional relevant citations. Included studies had to measure and report both CFR (typically using intracoronary Doppler but rarely using thermodilution) and FFR simultaneously or sequentially. Those studies that reported CFR and FFR both before and after PCI were noted, as were articles that included scatterplots or tabular values of CFR and FFR. For each study, the mean and SD of both indexes were recorded. Individual values were manually extracted from tables and graphs. Theoretical model. A basic version of the model, its theoretical and experimental bases, and animal validation was published previously (9) . Full details regarding its parameters and calculations can be found in the Online Appendix.
The model consists of a branching network of arterial segments terminating in myocardial beds. Each arterial segment has a given length, variable diffuse narrowing, and a superimposed focal percentage of diameter stenosis. Each myocardial bed consists of a summed vascular length (representing combined arterial and arteriolar vessels) and mass. Model inputs based on the literature include normal resting flow, normal CFR, arterial lengths, and myocardial mass. Normal vessel area and diameter in each segment are determined from its distal myocardial mass using experimental data in humans. Summed distal vessel length and myocardial mass adhere to the observed linear relationship. 
A B B R E V I A T I O N S
The Poiseuille equation calculates viscous pressure loss along each segment. A quadratic relationship determines the pressure decrease across a focal stenosis based on its flow. In the absence of diffuse or focal disease, each myocardial bed lowers its resistance until normal CFR has been achieved. Flow to each myocardial bed is altered iteratively in the presence of diffuse and/or focal disease until all beds reach their minimum resistance. Flow in each arterial segment preserves conservation of mass through the model network. Statistical methods. Statistical analyses were performed using R version 2.13.1 (10) . Summary values for the literature used number of patients as a weighting factor. Continuous variables are summarized as mean Ϯ SD. The association between paired, continuous variables is summarized using both the Pearson (r) and Spearman () correlation coefficients, although 95% confidence intervals (CI) could not be computed for Spearman correlation coefficients due to ties. Applicable tests were 2-tailed, and p Ͻ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
R E S U L T S
Combined CFR-FFR Measurements. Figure 1A displays all available combined invasive CFR and FFR values in the literature, constituting 438 cases (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . Figure 1B Table 1 summarizes all the invasive literature for combined CFR and FFR measurements, both in the vessel of clinical interest and in reference or nonischemic vessels (11, 12, (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) . As the normal range for noninvasive CFR is Ͼ4 in young, asymptomatic volunteers (6), the lower portion of Table 1 demonstrates that all studies examined subjects who had either small-vessel disease or at least mild diffuse disease, even in normal reference vessels. Table 2 summarizes studies reporting invasive CFR and FFR before and after PCI, which are diagrammed in Figure 2 (18,19,21-24,26,27,32) . The slope between paired measurements and movement toward an FFR of 1 after PCI supports the theoretical model prediction that PCI abolishes the focal stenosis but not the background diffuse and small-vessel disease, indicated by the different slopes of the CFR-FFR relationships. existed between the 2 metrics as the focal stenosis varied. The slope of the CFR-FFR line related inversely to diffuse disease. The maximum CFR in the model was set at 4.2 based on previous studies (6), so that there were no CFR values above the CFR-FFR regression line without diffuse disease. As pressure decreases directly with flow due to viscous loss, a small but nonzero pressure gradient existed along any conductance vessel, even without any diffuse or segmental narrowing. Values below the CFR-FFR line could be observed in any CFR-FFR combination and reflected the simultaneous effects of focal, diffuse, and small-vessel disease.
The model results divide the CFR-FFR scatterplot into 6 regions, as conceptualized in Figure 3 . The upper left half of the scatterplot (in white) could only contain data from patients with reference CFR above the average normal value. The lower right wedge (in gray) contains points with reduced CFR but minimal pressure loss along the epicardial conduit vessels, identifying cases with isolated small-vessel disease. For conceptual purposes, the remaining region can be divided into 4 quadrants by typical cutoff values of an FFR of 0.8 and a CFR of 2, while recognizing that these thresholds are not physiologically abrupt in practice. The 2 quadrants with discordant CFR and FFR represent contrasting contributions of focal disease (dominant when FFR decreases more than CFR) and diffuse or small-vessel disease (dominant when CFR decreases more than FFR). Myocardial or coronary steal occurs when CFR is Ͻ1, which is rarely measured invasively because the majority of these cases occur with total or subtotal occlusions that render wire placement difficult. Figure 4 shows representative clinical examples from each CFR-FFR combination of concordant or discordant, adequate or reduced flow capacity. Applying typical binary cutoffs of a CFR of 2.0 and an FFR of 0.8 (5) to the invasive data in Figure 1A , 165 of cases (38%) are concordant and adequate, 98 (22%) are concordant but reduced, 85 (19%) are discordant with dominant focal disease, and 90 (21%) are discordant with dominant diffuse disease. Similarly, applying binary cutoffs of a CFR of 2.0 and stress relative uptake of 80% to the PET data in Figure 1B , 388 of cases (26%) are concordant and adequate, 476 (32%) are concordant but reduced, 386 (26%) are discordant with dominant focal disease, and 250 (17%) are discordant with dominant diffuse disease.
D I S C U S S I O N
Our results demonstrate that the discordance between CFR and FFR arises from basic coronary pathophysiology. Such discordance occurs with both invasive and noninvasive techniques consistent with theoretical fluid dynamic predictions and, therefore, is not due to methodology. The relative contributions of focal, diffuse, and small-vessel disease define the relationship between CFR and FFR for a specific case. For observed simultaneous CFR and FFR measurements, Figure 3 enables qualitative physiological categorization into each of the concordant, discordant, and dominant stenosis or dominant diffuse disease groups. Our theoretical Values are n or mean Ϯ SD. CFR ϭ coronary flow reserve; FFR ϭ fractional flow reserve.
fluid dynamic model makes predictions consistent with clinical data shown in Figures 1 and 2 . As PCI changes only the focal stenosis, the comparable slopes in Figure 2 for pre-and post-PCI measurements also fit predictions of the theoretical model for residual diffuse disease. Interestingly, Table 1 shows that FFR has only been applied clinically in populations with reduced CFR. This "disease-enriched" population preselected by clinical evidence of significant coronary artery disease explains the success of the FFR cutoff of 0.75 to 0.8 for guiding PCI, but also warns against its indicating ischemia in patients without diffuse disease, explained as follows. Relative CFR (dividing the observed CFR in the diseased artery by the CFR in a normal reference artery) approximates FFR because their relationship is linear (37) , as seen in our model. Assuming CFR in a normal artery to be approximately 4.0 (6), an FFR or relative CFR of 0.8 would imply an observed CFR of 4.0 ϫ 0.8 ϭ 3.2 in the diseased artery. However, a CFR of 3.2 is sufficient to avoid ischemia (5). Why, then, does an FFR cutoff of 0.8 identify ischemia? Table 1 gives the answer: CFR in the reference artery is not 4.0 but rather 2.5 due to diffuse disease present in most patients with clinically significant segmental disease. Therefore, 2.5 ϫ 0.8 ϭ 2.0, which is approximately the CFR threshold for ischemia (5) . FFR thresholds of 0.7 to 0.8 "work" because they have been applied in populations with sufficient diffuse disease to lower the reference CFR. Conversely, measuring FFR in a population with a higher reference CFR would require lower FFR cutoffs for ischemia compared with functional tests and/or imaging, as in the earliest FFR reports described subsequently.
In the absence of significant diffuse disease, normal CFR matches normal FFR. However, FFR may be reduced with preserved CFR when diffuse disease is minimal. FFR may be adequate (nonischemic) with reduced CFR when diffuse disease is severe. Therefore, "mismatch" or "discordance" between CFR and FFR does not imply a failure of either tool clinically. Instead, it imparts information on the presence and relative Table 2 . Background lines represent the theoretical model predictions for varying degrees of diffuse disease. Experimental slopes and movement toward a fractional flow reserve of 1 after treatment agree with the model within error. PCI reduces focal disease but does not alter diffuse or smallvessel disease. Values are n or mean Ϯ SD. *Without diabetes. †With diabetes. Abbreviations as in Table 1 .
balance of diffuse versus focal atherosclerotic disease or small-vessel disease.
Our results highlight the key role of diffuse disease in causing discordant CFR-FFR, as seen in Table 1 . A single measurement of FFR cannot determine whether pressure has decreased due to a localized stenosis or the cumulative effects of diffuse atherosclerosis. Only performing a distal-toproximal pull-back along the entire length of the artery can distinguish diffuse narrowing from local stenosis. However, reduction in CFR with near unity FFR in the distal artery (approximately Ͻ5 mm Hg pressure loss) signals pure small-vessel disease. Therefore, small-vessel disease offers a coexisting or alternative explanation to diffuse disease for the reduced CFR in Table 1 . In our fluid dynamic model, decreasing the normal reference CFR limit (Online Appendix) also predicts the effects of small-vessel disease separately from diffuse disease that matches clinical observations.
The FFR thresholds of 0.75 to 0.8 were derived originally by comparison with noninvasive functional tests (5) . These earliest reports selected patients with greater focal than diffuse disease in an attempt to avoid the known complexities of quantifying diffuse disease. In these settings, the optimal cutoffs were lower, averaging an FFR of 0.66 (38, 39) , suggesting that the optimal threshold varies given the relative balance of diffuse and focal atherosclerosis. Indeed, the theoretical model confirms this observation with an FFR near 0.65 for a focal 65% diameter stenosis and no diffuse disease (Online Appendix).
Comparison with existing literature. Several studies examined combined invasive CFR and FFR, as detailed in Tables 1 and 2 and Figure 1A . To our knowledge, only 1 study has graphed combined noninvasive CFR with invasive FFR values (40) , which found 12% discordance using myocardial contrast echocardiography to measure flow in the left anterior descending artery in 50 patients. The prevalence of concordance and discordance between CFR and FFR appears similar between the invasive literature and our PET data, but vary somewhat with the mix of focal, diffuse, and small-vessel disease as detailed earlier.
Our results clarify a disagreement in the literature on the correlation coefficient between CFR and FFR. For example, 1 paper reported no significant correlation (r ϭ 0.03, p ϭ 0.87) (14) , whereas another found a significant moderate correlation (r ϭ 0.60, p Ͻ 0.001) (13) . When all the data are aggregated, as in Figure 1 , a significant but modest correlation exists. However, individual studies may sample small cohorts with different extents of diffuse and/or small-vessel disease. The scatter in Figure 1 near the intersection of an FFR of 0.8 and CFR of 2 may incorrectly suggest a lack of association between the variables. However, over their entire range for all the data in the aggregate, CFR and FFR are physiologically related to each other, as detailed in Figure 3 .
Our cumulative results explain CFR-FFR concordance and discordance as being due to basic pathophysiology with key clinical implications for understanding and interpreting these physiological measures of coronary artery disease, regardless of method. CFR is linearly related to FFR for progressive stenosis superimposed on diffuse narrowing. The relative contributions of focal and diffuse Six regions can be identified by combined measurement of CFR and FFR. First, the white area at the upper left labeled "above average reference CFR" contains patients whose CFR without focal disease is greater than the mean in young healthy volunteers. Second, the gray area at the lower right labeled "only small vessel disease" contains patients with reduced CFR but an FFR near 1. Third, the red quadrant at the upper right labeled "adequate and concordant" contains patients with an FFR Ͼ0.8 and a CFR Ͼ2. Fourth, the blue quadrant at the lower left labeled "reduced and concordant" contains patients with an FFR Ͻ0.8 and a CFR Ͻ2. Fifth, the orange quadrant at the upper left labeled "discordant FOCAL Ͼ diffuse" contains patients with a dominant focal stenosis with an FFR Ͻ0.8 but relatively preserved CFR Ͼ2. Sixth, the yellow quadrant at the lower right labeled "discordant DIFFUSE Ͼ focal" contains patients with dominant diffuse disease which reduces CFR Ͻ2 but at most mild focal disease which leaves FFR Ͼ0.8. Patients with myocardial or coronary steal fall below the dashed line at CFR ϭ 1.
disease define the slope and values along the linear CFR and FFR relationship. Discordant CFR and FFR values reflect divergent extremes of focal and diffuse disease, not failure of either tool. With such discordance observed by invasive and noninvasive techniques and also fitting fluid dynamic predictions, it reflects clinically relevant basic coronary pathophysiology, not methodology. Study limitations. Although a large amount of literature reports event rates based on either CFR or FFR (5), much less is known about prognosis based on combined measurements that provide more precise physiological assessment of severity and causes of ischemia than either separately. One study suggests that discordant measurements in either direction predict an adverse event rate of approximately 20% over 1 year following deferral of mechanical revascularization (17) . However, our pathophysiologic analysis suggests that dominant focal disease optimal for PCI might be distinguished from dominant diffuse disease requiring either aggressive medical therapy or conceivably coronary artery bypass grafting. Although small-vessel disease clearly can impart a worsened prognosis in some cases, its
